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HEALING-DISCIPLESHIP:
The next move of God in the church

Track #1:

In Search of a “gospel” that INCLUDES healing

Track #2:

Tracing the fruit to the root to minister lasting
healing

Track #3:

A Christ – centered healing journey in 12 Steps

Track #4:

Starting an EFFECTIVE healing-discipleship
ministry

Elective Seminars:

Saturday, Jan 27 @ 2.00
Sunday, Jan 27 @ 9.00
@ 10.30

Track 2: Tracing the Fruit to the Root

Experience a Freedom “Session”
Learning to Hear God’s Voice and Respond
Learning to Hear God’s Voice and Obey
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Psychology of Human Development & the (sub) Conscious Mind 2
Ages 12+
Ø
Ø

Painful “unfamiliar” event

CONSCIOUS MIND

imagination

Ø

Painful “familiar” event
Ones beliefs about him/herself and life are cemented.
Inaccurate beliefs (lies), often become the strongholds satan
uses to control and influence us. He can do this because, in
our hearts (the sub-conscious) we know these inaccurate
beliefs are true even if our education and adult (conscious)
mind says otherwise. (two room analogy)
As we leave adolescence (emotional and mental puberty), we
form a FILTER that protects our hearts (SUB-CONSCIOUS)
from being hurt any more. (i.e. you can call me an idiot – big
deal). Unfortunately, this same filter often protects the lies
and strongholds of inaccurate beliefs. (note: drunkenness, sex,
greed, drugs, hypnosis all bypass the filter, leaving one vulnerable to
the demonic.)

Ø

Ø

By age 12, many/most of our painful actual memoriesaare
real
FILTER
locked in our subconscious minds. However the rather
heavy
place
emotional files that contain them have a “favorites” path
associated with them that allow future painful similar
memories enter and allow past emotional pain to emerge
SUB CONSCIOUS MIND
during current pain/stress.
BRJ’s & inner vows may be temporarily acted against in context of Am I loved? Am I wanted? Do I have what it takes?
falling in love with someone who is “different”. If/when this falls
- (emotional) memories
through the BRJ & inner vow becomes even more engrained.

+ (emotional) memories

The sub-conscious mind is active all the time.
It is from here that our dreams acquire their data
What is said/experienced reinforces or adjusts inner heart
and attempt to work themselves out.
felt beliefs that were tentatively formed during ages 0-6 It is also from here that we emotionally over-react
Note: we have a memory of every event experienced. Our ability to
to current situations or pain.

Ages 6-12
Ø

“remember” it is based upon our emotional experience in that
memory or the frequency with which similar events happened.

Ø
Ø
Ø

The CONSCIOUS MIND is established
The conscience is begin formed during this time.
This is the primary period of inner vows / BRJ’s

This is where our “inner child” lives (or has died).
For most of us, this is where deep and inner healing
needs to take place

Ages 0-6
Ø
Ø
Ø

What is said goes directly into the heart/soul
Memories are experienced and filed in one of two SUBCONSCIOUS “memory banks”
the CONSCIOUS MIND is beginning to form/be written
upon
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#2. tracing the fruit to the root
to minister lasting healing!
W hy do most couples get married?
W hy do most couples get divorced?

On a Clear Day reflections:
Q. W ho would have known about this traumatic event?
Q. W ho would have known the extent to which this event affected Frank’s life?
Q. W hat did Frank feel?
For the word of God is living and active. Sharper than any two-edged sword, it
penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the thoughts
and attitudes of the heart…
Hebrews 4:12
A theological question:
Q. If we are new creations in Christ and are supposed to forget what lies behind and press forward to
what lies ahead…(Phil 3:13) why do we need a healing journey?

Reasons a healing journey is (often) necessary
1. W e are wounded ____________________.
Our healing will be __________________!

EXPERIENCE

Conscious

Sub-Conscious

LIES

LIES

FILTER

LOGIC

I am unloved
I am unwanted
I am not good
enough

I am unloved
I am unwanted
I am not good
enough

Current Situation:
triggering event
my presentation @ work is rejected
(familiar) emotional response
failure

“emotionally tainted” evaluation of event
th
I’m a screw-up; this is the 5 time this has happened
why did I ever take this job? I’ll be the first to be let go
adjusted or confirmed emotional response
shame, guilt, despair, resignation
decision

(conscious or sub-conscious)

from here on, I’m punching the clock (biding time)
behaviors
detached attitude, mediocre performance

Track 2: Tracing the fruit to the root
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FIL

Practical Application: we will never win the battle against pornography, sexual addiction, over eating and other compulsive behaviors until we deal with the pain in our hearts.

ENGAGING the SEXUAL PURITY BATTLE on FOUR FRONTS

THE INSANITY “NOOSE”
OF FAN TASY-M ASTUR BATI ON & SEXUA L ADDI CTI ON

THE ROOT CAUS ES
•
•
•
•
•

physical need
EMOTIONAL PAIN from
the PAST
current emotional void
inadequate vision
temptation & opportunity

THE CYCLE of
FANTAS Y- MASTURBATION

THE ILLUSION
•
•
•

The F or eplay

Fantasy of the “fantasy”
Fantasy of the “rituals”
The Rituals

Promise “Never again!” and cite a
new resolve for purity
Return to “normal” family life
Focus on other things

(p) IMAGE MANAGEMENT
I can keep the truth a secret b/c
I’ll never return…
…yet, inwardly I know I will.

M enta l Ev alu ati on

The Sex

1) Numb emotions
2) Engage Justification or
3) Engage Illusion

The Stimulation
The Climax

The Af ter “b ur n”

There is a way that seems right to a man,
but in the end, leads to death.

•
•
•
•
•
•

(p) slow death of my soul

Emotional let down
Emotional angst
Behavior betrayal
Deep remorse
Guilt/SHAME
Self condemnation

THE JUSTIFICATION

A
L
E
R
T

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No one will know
No big deal – everyone does it
Entitlement: sacrifices, hard work
Not hurting anyone
Victim: I’ve been treated poorly
Noble: relieves pressure on my wife
Noble: keeps me out of strip clubs

Note: the lies one tells himself must be strong enough
to justify abandoning one’s values and character
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Track 2 Follow up EXERCISE A:

An Exercise of Inner Reflection

1. Think through a recent event, conflict or argum ent in which you over-reacted (or
others thought you did).

What was the “triggering event?” In other words, what exactly happened or was said before you
reacted? (use all the space)

Close your eyes and “re-live” the event. Re-run the “video” in your mind. Immediately after the
triggering event, BEFORE you reacted, what was the emotion you felt? Label the emotion.
(note: don’t use frustrated, upset or ticked off; think deeper).

I felt…

Close your eyes again, “re-live” the event and let yourself feel the emotion. What thoughts are
going through your mind? Quote yourself:

Now close your eyes one more time, “re-live” the event and let yourself feel the emotion. When
the emotion is felt as strong as you are able to feel it, ask the Holy Spirit to take you back to the
very first time you ever felt that emotion. Write down that memory below.
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Further Reflection:
2. How old were you the first time you remember experiencing that negative emotion?

3.

How familiar is that emotion in your life? (on a scale of 1-10, 10 being very familiar)

4. Ask the Holy Spirit what negative conclusions you made about yourself the first time you felt that

emotion?

Ask the Holy Spirit how these conclusions/beliefs have affected your life? What have they cost you
and others?

5.

Close your eyes one final time, “re-live” the memory the Holy Spirit brought back to your mind.
When you feel the emotions felt on that first day, ask the Holy Spirit to reveal HIS truth about you.
Embrace it. J
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